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Living à la relexa

Cosy comfort
All 122 modern rooms and
suites offer the comfortable
standards that you can
expect of a 4-star hotel,
equipped with minibar,
flatscreen und safe.
Some of the rooms are
located in the romantic
Parkschlösschen.
All rooms offer a magnificent view of a landscape
that uniquely reflects the
beauty of each individual
season.

Dining ...

Fast access
By car you will reach
Bad Steben on the A9
Nürnberg – Berlin motorway.
The hotel is just 13 km from
the Naila/Bad Steben exit.
Several trains per day depart
from Hof railway station
to Bad Steben.

A complimentary pick-up
service from Bad Steben is
available to our hotel guests.
The hotel also offers a Berlin
return transfer service for
relexa hotel Bad Steben
guests (extra service fee).

relexa hotel Bad Steben
Badstraße 26 – 28
95138 Bad Steben
Tel. + 49 (0) 92 88 | 72 – 0
Fax + 49 (0) 92 88 | 72 – 113
BadSteben@relexa-hotel.de

Amadeus: LMHOQ359
Sabre: LM11104
Worldspan: LM08359
Apollo/Galileo: LM42100

www.relexa-hotels.de · www.relexa-hotel-bad-steben.de
Berlin · Düsseldorf-Ratingen · Frankfurt/Main · Hamburg · München
Ratingen · Stuttgart · Bad Salzdetfurth · Bad Steben · Braunlage

Meetings ...
Elegant and
close to nature

Culinary pleasure in
a perfect setting

A conference combined with
wellbeing and sports – perhaps even a health
programme?
Or simply the enjoyment
of a walk as a break from
the indoor agenda?

Start your day in our hotel
conservatory with an
extensive breakfast buffet
and a magnificent view of the
beautifully tended spa park.
Our Restaurant offers
exquisite lunch and dinner
menus with freshly prepared
regional specialities to suit

each season, as well as
international cuisine –
naturally prepared to your
dietary wishes on request.
The café terrace and
conservatory offer the
perfect setting for afternoon
coffee, with exquisite cakes
made in our own Patisserie.
Later you can let the
evening draw to a pleasant
close by enjoying a cosy
night-cap in the hotel bar.

The relexa hotel Bad Steben
is the perfect location.

Twelve conference rooms
for up to 400 people ensure
a suitable framework for
conferences, meetings, as
well as large and small events
of any kind.
State-of-the-art professional
conference equipment goes
without saying.
Our staff will be happy to
assist in planning and executing your entire event.

relexa hotel Bad Steben
Wellness, fitness, beauty
and idyllic nature

Hotel à la relexa

Wellness, fitness and beauty

Soothing balm for
body and soul
Find peace and relaxation
in the spacious 1.200 m²
bath and spa landscape –
with indoor pool (9 x 13 m),
Finish sauna, colour & light
sauna, aroma steam bath,
adventure shower, relaxation
oasis and sauna courtyard.

Relax, enjoy
and allow yourself
to be pampered

Lean back in the pool,
relax while walking in idyllic
surroundings, enjoy the
benefits of a skilled massage
and then dine in an elegant
ambience, feeling beautiful
and rejuvenated, perhaps
even going to a concert later

– all of these treats for the
body and soul and many
more are available under
one roof at the relexa hotel
Bad Steben. Right in the
heart of the Frankenwald,
with an ideal connection to
the A9 and directly next

to the idyllic park of the
Bavarian State Spa, the hotel
offers outstanding opportunities throughout the year –
from spa, beauty and health
to fitness, sport and culture.
We look forward to your visit!

Our beauty farm applies the
methods and products of
Gertraud-Gruber-Cosmetics
Rottach-Egern.

Or discover how a »Thalgo«
treatment can revitalise
your body with the power
of the sea.

You can also enjoy the wonderful world of »Ayurasan«
– a spa treatment that
exercises the principles of
ayurveda to bring body
and soul into harmony.

The range is complemented
by classic spa treatments
applying the natural
Bad Steben spa resources
of natural moor, radon and
carbon minerals, as well as
ASLAN® original therapies.

